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NEW!

A. The Donut is a tasty treat for your
feet. This practical, everyday shoe with
fantastic comfort and fit has twin gore
stretch on top, padded insole inside and
flexible, lightweight outsole. Accented
with ruched detailing on the vamp,
this slip-on style is ideal for any casual
occasion. .25” heel

NEW!

B. A stretch-fit strap, cushioned
footbed and lightweight, flexible sole
prep the Danish for effortless all-day
wear! This maryjane flat promises
feminine style with great comfort and
fit. .25” heel

A. DONUT 63002 (76) Stone Microsuede, (66) Olive Microsuede, (10) Black Smooth |
B. DANISH 63001 (10) Black Distressed, (6Q) Brown Distressed, (4D) Blue Denim |
C. TREASURE 74001 (15) Black Suede, (6T) Brown Suede, (97) Black Microtouch, (4V) Navy
Suede
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Available in Slim | Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide

New Casuals

C. This charming slip-on is a
must-have for your collection
thanks to its head-turning classic
appeal. Treasure features a
constructed ornament with
metal trim along with a suede or
microtouch upper. With a
removable footbed and flexible,
lightweight sole it’s sure to
elevate any outfit you pair them
with.

NEW!
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Comfort Casuals

A. Step up your casual look with
the Shoenanigan. The supple
leather features stretch gore center
strap details for unique appeal,
and the removable footbed allows
for custom fit. Slide into this
easy-to-wear Shoenanigan and
you’ll surely fall in love.

B. Spring forward in the sporty
Sealed. The breazy oxford features
all-over laser cut design with
a Drilex® covered footbed and
removable insole.
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Available in Slim | Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide

C. When it comes to Superb Comfort,
this bootie will take you there. This
go-to boot offers double zip for ease
of entry and a cushioned, removable
footbed.

New
Color!

D. Style savvy Slide In will give you the design and support you need.
With pillowy, removable footbeds, you won’t want to take them off!

New
Color!

E. Stroll Along with confidence. The
Drilex® lined removable insole will
keep you cool and comfortable all day.
With padded collar, easy lacing and five
widths, you can find a fit that’s right
for you.

A. SHOENANIGAN 62061 (10) Black Leather | B. SEALED 62062 (10) Black Leather/Patent,
(26) White/Silver Leather | C. SUPERB COMFORT 62036 (10) Black Leather, (65) Brown
Leather, (40) Grey Suede | D. SLIDE IN 62035 (40) Grey Suede, (10) Black Leather, (65) Brown
Leather | E. STROLL ALONG 62034 (10) Black Leather, (65) Brown Leather
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A. Slide into the Carmela with its soft fabric
upper and twin gore stretch over the instep.
A generously padded insole eases every step,
while the Drilex® fabric lining and sockliner manage moisture and odor for interior
freshness.
B. Take on the day in style with the
Calypso slip-on. This super comfy
casual has stretch gore under the
tongue making it easy to slip on
and off without tying! A padded
footbed eases every step and flexible
unit bottom gives you all day relief.

C. These Cozy cross-strap flats combine the
worlds of soft comfort and trendy style into
one pair of shoes. A fully cushioned footbed
soothes your feet, making these perfect for
your active lifestyle. The stretchy elastic strap
closure offers maximum adjustability.
A. CARMELA 62030 (1G) Black Multi, (4G) Blue Multi, (73) Taupe Multi | B. CALYPSO 62047
(70) Sand Stripe Canvas, (10) Black Stripe Canvas | C. COZY 62055 (10) Black Leather, (47) Navy
Leather, (88) Pewter Leather | D. CHELSEA 62005 (99) Black Jacquard Leather, (82) Luggage Tan
Leather, (P9) Watercolor Iridescent Leather, (47) Navy Leather, (88) Pewter Leather, (37) Winter White
Leather, (10) Black Leather | E. RONNIE 62029 (16) Black Combo, (2C) Silver Combo,
(47) Navy Combo
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Available in Slim | Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide

Comfort Casuals

D. The Chelsea mary jane is crafted
with supple leathers, adjustable touch
close fastening and beautiful laser
detail. The Drilex® lined footbed wicks
away moisture and the full leather
linings offer interior comfort.

E. One step in the Ronnie shoe and
you’ll feel like you’re walking on
clouds. Great-looking textured pattern
leather make these unique slip-ons our
most requested flat. This shoe defines
comfort with a stretch elastic opening.
1/2” heel.
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Classic Dress
A. Spruce up your look wearing
the Tina. Offering a flattering
and feminine fit, laser cut detail
and the perfect 1” heel.

B. For a flat with a little jazz, choose
the Tasha. It’s a classic ballet with
a soft leather upper, shoestring bow
and textured print cap toe that will
add some pizazz to your attire. 1”
heel.

C. We know you’ll love the foot-flattering and breathable design of the
Tootsie. A very manageable 1” heel adorns this must have, go-withanything dress shoe. Fine leathers and a removable cushioned footbed
will make your feet smile. 1” heel.
A. TINA 74029 (1B) Black Print, (73) Taupe Print | B. TASHA 74027 (04) Navy Leather,
(16) Black Leather | C. TOOTSIE 74034 (91) Black Patent Leather, (34) Nude Suede, (20) White
Leather | D. TAWNIE 74019 (4T) Grey Leather Combo, (10) Black Leather Combo, (47) Navy
Leather Combo, (62) Brown Leather Combo | E. TWILIGHT 74032 (10) Black Leather, (P1) Black
Patent Leather, (47) Navy Leather, (34) Nude Leather | F. TANGO 74033 (65) Brown Leather Combo,
(10) Black Leather Combo
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Available in Slim | Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide

D. The Tawnie is made from premium
quality leathers and offers a classic patent
toe cap and bow. This sleek look also offers
Drilex® lining and cushioned padding in the
footbed. Tawnie is lightweight and the quality
and comfort is a must-have. 1” heel.

E. Quality leather and a smart bow is
the focus of the Twilight. A flexible
rubber sole makes this shoe brilliant for
any occasion. Removable footbed. 1”
heel.

F. The comfortable, trendy Tango is
crafted with an asymmetrical patent
design on top and finished with a textured
print leather, for the perfect addition to
your modern classic wardrobe. Remove the
footbed to make room for your custom
orthotic. Slip these sleek pumps
on from desk-to-dinner or
anything in between to make a
style statement. 1” heel.
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Classic Dress

A. Pull together a perfectly polished
look with Karat leather pumps. The
elasticized topline enhances the fit and
holds your foot in place. Flexible
rubber sole, 2” heel and removable
footbed will give you a custom fit.

*Karat also available in Slim width

B. The Kiki mary jane will help you flaunt your
fancy footwork while staying comfortable! Perfect
for work or a night out on the town. Complete
with an ultra comfortable removable footbed. 2”
heel
C. Breeze through your day in
this s t r e t c h pump! The
Kitty will make your feet purr
with an elasticized topline to keep
the foot snug and a removable
footbed for a custom fit. Flexible
rubber sole. 2” heel.
*Kitty available in Medium, Wide and
Wide Wide Only

A. KARAT 75069 (02) Black Croc Print Leather, (67) Rainbow Stripe Leather, (85) Silver Croc Print
Leather, (10) Black Smooth Leather, (34) Nude Croc Print Leather | B. KIKI 75075 (06) Black
Leather Combo, (47) Navy/White Leather Combo, (34) Nude Leather Combo | C. KITTY 75072
(06) Black Glitter Fabric, (40) Light Grey Glitter Fabric
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Available in Slim | Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide

A.

Evening Wear
B.

C.

D.

E..

Evening Wear by Ros Hommerson® is timeless and sophisticated. Padding in the
footbed will pamper and indulge your feet. Premium quality fabrics and leathers make
these evening pumps a must-have to complete every woman’s wardrobe.
A. Pearl 75057 (10) Black Lizard Print Leather, (67) Metallic Multi Leather | B. LUCKY 75062
(9B) Silver Iridescent Glitter, (97) Black Microtouch | C. TEMPT 74030 (97) Black Microtouch,
(9B) Silver Iridescent Glitter | D. HELEN 75047 (97) Black Microtouch | E. Heidi 75002
(9G) Black Diamond Fabric, (9B) Silver Iridescent Glitter, (97) Black Microtouch

Available in Slim | Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide
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A. Va Va Voom... the name says it all.
This slide dress sandal is a show-stopper.
Easy-to-wear with a 1.25” effortless heel
and foot cradling footbed. Soft suede
leathers complete the classic look in this
cross-strap heeled sandal.

B. Sophistication shines through on
this must-have stretch elastic sandal.
Virtual offers comfortable stretchy
straps in this adjustable heel slingback.
Complete with molded footbed and
1.25” heel.

C. Spring forward in style and comfort
wearing the Venture sandal. This open-toed
slingback features an adjustable backstrap
for a secure and personalized fit. A 1.25”
wedge heel, molded footbed and neoprene
fabric instep offers support and comfort,
making these sandals ideal for all-day-wear.
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Dress Sandals
D. Turn to the versatile
Voluptuous sandal that looks
great worn dressed up or down.
This sassy, strappy sandal
features two adjustable buckle
closures and offers a molded
footbed for a comfortable foot
cradle. Complete with soft
leathers and 1.25” wedge heel.

E. Vacay sandals are crafted with supple
materials, cozy molded footbed and adjustable
slingback for precise fit. A must have for your
every day activities. 1.25” heel.

F. The Vandy sandal is made with a snake
print upper, open toe and double band
construction. A 1.25” heel, adjustable
backstrap, molded footbed and neoprene instep
strap make this sandal a cozy place for your
feet to rest.
A. Va Va Voom 67033 (4F) Blue Suede, (10) Black Suede, (34) Nude Suede | B. VIRTUAL 67034
(10) Black Stretch, (4F) Blue Stretch, (34) Nude Stretch | C. VENTURE 67037 (16) Black Stretch
Combo | D. VOLUPTUOUS 67035 (08) Pewter Leather, (10) Black Leather | E. VACAY 67032
(86) Pewter Leather, (10) Black Leather, (63) Tan Leather/Canvas | F. VANDY 67029 (16) Black
Stretch Combo

Available in Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide
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*Available in Slim

A. The Wynona wedge sandal is a perfect
platform wedge for warm-weather weddings,
casual cocktails, or anything in between. The
reasonable 2” wedge heel adds comfort and
height. The crisscrossing elastic and leather
straps in contrasting materials keep your
shoes secured and add a stylish touch.

B. Comfortable enough for a date night yet
smart enough for the office, the Wish gets the
job done. Padded Memory Foam footbed and
adjustable strap adds flexibility for a tailored
fit. 2” heel.
*Available in Slim

A. Wynona 67020 (04) Navy Combo, (16) Black Combo, (3C) Nude Combo | B. WISH 67024
(10) Black Denim | C. MIRIAM 67028 (10) Black, (38) Sand, (47) Navy | D. MACKENZIE 67021
(10) Black, (1G) Black Multi, (73) Taupe Multi, (4G) Blue Multi | E. MELLOW 67012 (38) Sand,
(10) Black, (47) Navy
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Available in Narrow | Medium | Wide | Wide Wide

Classic Sandals

C. Take on the season in the Miriam. These
chic sandals feature stretchy straps highlighted
by small grommets in this fashionable design.
A generously padded footbed will pamper and
protect your feet. 1” heel.

D. The Mackenzie slingback sandal has
plenty of laid back style with colored beading
detail to add some glam to your outfit. Plenty
of padding in the footbed offers comfortable
cushion with every step. 1” heel.

E. This customer-loving Mellow was the original elastic slingback sandal. Detailed
with clear stones, which brings a bit of bling to your ensamble. Complete with a
long-lasting durable rubber outsole and 1” heel.
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